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Abstract: We study the vacuum-induced degradation of high-finesse optical cavities with mirror coatings composed of SiO$_2$-Ta$_2$O$_5$ dielectric stacks, and present methods to protect these coatings and to recover their initial quality factor. For separate coatings with reflectivities centered at 370 nm and 422 nm, a vacuum-induced continuous increase in optical loss occurs if the surface-layer coating is made of Ta$_2$O$_5$, while it does not occur if it is made of SiO$_2$. The incurred optical loss can be reversed by filling the vacuum chamber with oxygen at atmospheric pressure, and the recovery rate can be strongly accelerated by continuous laser illumination at 422 nm. Both the degradation and the recovery processes depend strongly on temperature. We find that a 1 nm-thick layer of SiO$_2$ passivating the Ta$_2$O$_5$ surface layer is sufficient to reduce the degradation rate by more than a factor of 10, strongly supporting surface oxygen depletion as the primary degradation mechanism.
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1. Introduction

High-finesse mirrors are commonly used in a range of applications requiring high-vacuum environments. This includes ultrastable optical frequency references [1], where spurious drifts in pressure, humidity and temperature are greatly reduced by placing the mirrors in vacuum, and atomic physics experiments [2, 3], where the strong coupling of light to trapped atoms can be achieved using high-finesse optical cavities. The high mirror reflectivities required for these applications are predominantly achieved using dielectric stack structures of tantalum (V) oxide (Ta$_2$O$_5$) and silicon (IV) oxide (SiO$_2$) with layer spacings on the scale of the light wavelength [4,5]. The vacuum-facing layer is typically Ta$_2$O$_5$, owing to its higher index of refraction. It has been observed that, for this type of mirror, absorption losses increase dramatically over time under vacuum [4], causing the finesse of these cavities to be reduced by a reported factor of 3 or more [3, 6]. When the mirror temperature is raised to 450$^\circ$C, as required to anneal the mirrors under vacuum, measurements using light at infrared wavelengths indicate that the loss increase is accompanied by a reduction in the concentration of oxygen in the Ta$_2$O$_5$ surface layer of the mirror [7]. This observed oxygen depletion points towards a degradation process caused by changing levels of oxidation in the surface layer [7], rather than impurity deposition. Although the temperature in the aforementioned study is higher than in most optical and atomic physics applications, optical losses resulting from oxygen depletion in Ta$_2$O$_5$ have been reported to be gradually more severe towards shorter wavelengths ($\leq 800$ nm) [8], for which the present study is conducted.

In this paper, we investigate the time-dependence of the vacuum-induced optical losses using an optical cavity formed by high-finesse mirrors placed under high-vacuum. We investigate the losses at multiple wavelengths (370 nm and 422 nm), for different temperatures (21$^\circ$C-150$^\circ$C) and different surface layers (Ta$_2$O$_5$ and SiO$_2$). We show that these losses can be partially or fully reversed by exposing the mirrors to a pure-oxygen environment, and introduce an oxygen-depletion model that is quantitatively supported by our observations.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the experimental parameters and the measurement procedures. In Section 3, we observe that the rate of the loss increase is a steep function of temperature, and that this behavior is present both at 370 nm and 422 nm. In Section 4, we study the reversibility of the degradation process. We examine the cavity losses in chambers filled with pure oxygen, and find that the cavity finesse can be fully or partially recovered, indicating the crucial role played by surface oxygen in the loss process.
In Section 5, we show that a photo-assisted process enhances this rate of recovery. In Section 6, we demonstrate the specificity of the degradation process to $\text{Ta}_2\text{O}_5$. We show that a 1 nm-thick layer of $\text{SiO}_2$ passivating the $\text{Ta}_2\text{O}_5$ top layer reduces the degradation rate by at least a factor of 10, while a 110 nm-thick layer prevents it altogether. Lastly, in Section 7, we present and discuss an oxygen-depletion model which is consistent with the literature and is in quantitative agreement with our data.

2. Methods

In this section, we describe the investigated coatings, the experimental apparatus and our measurement procedures.

2.1. Mirror Coatings

We perform experiments with four different coatings, designed for two wavelengths (370 nm and 422 nm) and employing two surface-layer materials ($\text{Ta}_2\text{O}_5$ and $\text{SiO}_2$). The first coating (Coating I-1) (deposited by Advanced Thin Films in Boulder, CO) has a $\text{Ta}_2\text{O}_5$ surface layer, and a reflectivity spectrum centered around the wavelength of 370 nm, where its transmission is 180 ppm. Coating I-2 consists of a 1 nm-thick layer of $\text{SiO}_2$ deposited on top of Coating I-1 (in-house deposition). Coating III-1 and Coating III-2 (deposited by Advanced Thin Films in Boulder, CO) have reflectivity spectra centered around 422 nm, where their transmissions are 40 ppm and 45 ppm respectively, and have surface-layers made of $\text{Ta}_2\text{O}_5$ and $\text{SiO}_2$ respectively. The surface layer thickness for each coating can be found in Table I.

2.2. Experimental Setups for Two Wavelengths

Three different experimental setups, each with high-finesse Fabry-Perot cavities constructed from mirrors with the described coatings, are used to measure the mirror losses: a vacuum chamber dedicated to testing 370 nm mirrors under vacuum (chamber I), an atomic physics setup with a 370 nm cavity under ultra-high vacuum (chamber II), and a vacuum setup dedicated to simultaneously testing two pairs of 422 nm mirrors (chamber III). In each case, the two mirrors forming the cavity have the same coating. Schematics of the experimental setups for chamber I and chamber III can be found in Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b, respectively.

In chamber I, mirrors with Coating I-1 and I-2 (tested separately) are placed under vacuum, at a pressure of $7 \times 10^{-6}$ Pa (maintained by an ion pump). The temperature of the mirrors is varied by heating the chamber and monitored using an external probe. In chamber II, mirrors with Coating I-1 are placed under vacuum, at a pressure of $10^{-8}$ Pa (maintained by an ion pump), and actively stabilized to 33°C by measuring the temperature close to the mirror mount. In chamber III, two cavities with separate optical paths, consisting of mirrors with Coatings III-1 and III-2 respectively, are tested simultaneously. The chamber is heated and actively stabilized to 57°C by measuring the temperature close to the mirror mount, and the pressure is maintained at approximately $7 \times 10^{-5}$ Pa with a turbo-molecular pump.

A summary of the experimental parameters and the results presented in this paper can be found in Table I.

2.3. Measuring Loss

To determine the mirror loss for coatings described in Table I, we measure the time constant $\tau_c$ of the free-decay of the light intensity in the optical cavities. We use this information to calculate the loss of the mirrors, as described in Ref. [9]. In the absence of light input to the cavity, the intra-cavity light intensity $I$ as a function of $t$ follows an exponential decay: $I(t) = I_0 \exp(-t/\tau_c)$. Here, $\tau_c$ is the cavity decay time, and $I_0$ is the intra-cavity intensity at the time
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Light input is turned off. Given the length of the cavity $L$, the speed of light in vacuum $c$, and the mirror transmission factor $\mathcal{T}$, the loss $\mathcal{L}$ per mirror is given by $\mathcal{L} = L/(c\tau_c) - \mathcal{T}$. This assumes identical loss and transmission for the two mirrors forming the cavity. Although this is an approximation which assumes uniformity of manufacturing, this assumption does not affect the time- and temperature-dependence of the measured loss increase.

Free-decay traces are obtained by driving the cavity with resonant laser light, switching the light input off much faster than $\tau_c$, and observing the relaxation of the light intensity at the cavity output. We use extended-cavity laser diodes (ECDLs) as narrow-band single mode sources of light whose linewidths ($\sim 2.5$ MHz) are comparable to those of the cavities investigated, allowing for efficient excitation of the cavity and high signal-to-noise ratio of the free-decay intensity $I(t)$. The transmitted intensity is measured using avalanche photodiodes with sufficient bandwidths ($\sim 20$ MHz) to capture signals changing much faster than $\tau_c$. The switching of the input light is done in different ways for cavities in chambers I and II, and in chamber III, respectively. For cavities in chambers I (see Fig. 1a) and II [2], the frequency of the ECDL is scanned across the modes of the cavity (the ECDL and the cavity resonant frequencies are not actively stabilized to one another). Simultaneously, a square-wave current modulation is applied to the laser diode, causing it to switch frequency by an amount much larger than the linewidth of the cavity, at a rate that is higher than the scan rate but smaller than the cavity linewidth. When the laser is scanned over the cavity resonance, the rise in intracavity intensity is interrupted by the laser’s frequency switching, resulting in a free decay of the light transmitted through the cavity. This decay is detected using an oscilloscope triggered on the negative slope of the photodiode signal. In experiments performed in chamber III (see Fig. 1b), the cavity length, and hence the cavity resonant frequency, is scanned with a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) mounted at the back of a cavity mirror (the ECDL and the cavity resonant frequencies are not actively stabilized to one another). Laser light incident onto the cavity is turned off with an acousto-optic modulator once a cavity mode becomes resonant with the frequency of the incident laser light; this occurs when the transmitted light intensity reaches a predefined threshold. Because spurious triggering events can occur, in both setups, only decays which reach their maximum intensity value at the edge from the pulse drive are considered. For these decays, we fit the dependence of the transmitted light intensity on time with an exponential model and extract the time constant of the intensity free-decay $\tau_c$. A sample free-decay curve is shown in Fig. 1c.

The last four loss values measured for Coating I-1 at 33°C (Fig. 2a) are obtained by measuring the cavity finesse $\mathcal{F} = v_{FSR}/(\kappa/2\pi)$, where $v_{FSR} = c/2L$ is the cavity’s free spectral range, and $\kappa = 1/\tau_c$ is its linewidth [9]. The linewidth $\kappa > 1$ MHz and the free spectral range...
are measured simultaneously by linearly scanning a frequency-doubled titanium-sapphire laser, whose linewidth is less than 100 kHz, across the cavity resonances. The finesse can be used to determine the loss as $\mathcal{L} = \pi / \mathcal{F} - \mathcal{F}$. 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup for chamber I. A pair of mirrors forming a high-finesse cavity with either Ta$_2$O$_5$ (Coating I-1) or SiO$_2$ (Coating I-2) as their surface layer (tested separately), are placed under high vacuum. Light from a single-mode laser at 370 nm is used to probe these cavities as the laser frequency is slowly and linearly scanned by a function generator. The transmitted light from the cavity is incident on an avalanche photodiode (APD). The laser frequency is also modulated by a fast square-wave signal, which results in a free-decay of the cavity’s transmitted light intensity each time the slow scan brings the laser in resonance with the cavity (time = 0 µs). (b) Schematic of the experimental setup for chamber III. Two pairs of mirrors forming high finesse cavities with SiO$_2$ (Coating III-2) and Ta$_2$O$_5$ (Coating III-1) as their surface layer, respectively, are placed under high vacuum and tested simultaneously. Light from a single mode laser at 422 nm is used to probe the cavities as they are scanned using piezoelectric transducers (PZT). The transmitted light from each cavity is incident on an avalanche photodiode (APD). When the cavity becomes resonant with the laser, and the signal intensity reaches a defined threshold in a comparator, the laser light is switched to be off-resonant using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) (time = 0 µs), resulting in a free-decay of the cavity’s transmitted light intensity. (c) A typical light intensity free-decay curve measured for 370 nm (Coating I-1), fitted with an exponential model with a time constant of $\tau_c = 411$ ns.
Fig. 2. Increase of loss of mirrors with Coating I-1 over time at various temperatures $T$, as separate panels on a linear scale (a) and combined on a log-log scale (b): $T =$21°C, 50°C, 75°C, 100°C, 150°C (chamber I); and 33°C (chamber II). Each data set is fitted with an exponential model shown as a solid line (a,b). Error bars are statistical and correspond to one standard deviation (smaller than the size of the data symbol when not shown).
3. Loss increase

In this section, we present our results on the time-dependence of the vacuum-induced losses, and investigate the rate of the increase in losses as a function of temperature and light wavelength.

3.1. Temperature Dependence

Figure 2 shows the mirror losses as a function of time for different temperatures $T$. The temperature of the mirrors is varied from 21°C to 150°C in chamber I, and kept at 33°C in chamber II. The observation times range from a few days ($T = 100°C$) to a few years ($T = 33°C$). In all experiments, we observe an increase of loss with time. While the loss initially increases linearly in time, for data sets taken over sufficiently long times, we observe that the loss saturates. We find that the typical time scale for the loss to increase, and to reach saturation, sharply decreases with temperature. At 21°C, the loss increases by only 20% after 12 weeks, while at 150°C, the loss saturates at about twice its initial value after just 3 days.

In Fig. 2, we also show the fit of the time dependence of the loss increase to an exponential model with three free parameters:

$$
\mathcal{L}(t) = \mathcal{L}(0) + \Delta \mathcal{L}(1 - \exp(-t/\tau))
$$

(see Section 7), where $\tau$ is the time scale of the loss increase.

![Fig. 3](image)

**Fig. 3.** (Coating I-1) Time scale of the loss increase $\tau$, for the data from Fig. 2 depending on temperature $T$. We fit the data with a model of the form $\tau = \tau_0 \exp(a/(273 + T))$ (red solid line); the fitted values are $a = 7300(1600)$ K and $\ln(\tau_0) = -14(4)$. The fit is weighted by the inverse error variance on each data point. Parentheses and error bars indicate a 68% confidence interval on the fitted values.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of this time scale on temperature $T$, and a fit to a model where $\tau$ depends exponentially on the inverse of $T$. This relationship is highly suggestive of an Arrhenius-type thermal activation of the process causing degradation, for which the thermal activation rate is $1/\tau \propto \exp(-U/k_B T)$, where $U$ is the activation energy and $k_B$ the Boltzmann constant. We find the activation temperature $U/k_B = 7300(1600)$ K, corresponding to an activation energy of $U = 0.6(1)$ eV (68% confidence interval). This model is consistent with
Fig. 4. Increase of optical loss observed for an optical cavity composed of mirrors with Coating III-1 (422 nm, Ta$_2$O$_5$ surface layer) at 57°C in chamber III. Error bars are statistical and correspond to one standard deviation.

Fig. 5a

3.2. Wavelength Dependence

In Fig. 4, we investigate the increase of loss of mirrors employing Coating III-1 using light at 422 nm (chamber III). The measured time scale of the loss increase at 57°C is much shorter than that measured using 370 nm light on Coating I-1 at comparable temperatures. This indicates a dependence of the rate of loss increase on wavelength, as well as temperature.

With the current data, we do not have a good explanation for the initial slow loss increase, which is observed only in this data set. It could be attributed to the thermal relaxation time of the mirror in chamber III.

4. Recovery from Losses Using Oxygen

In this section, we demonstrate that the presence of oxygen gas at the mirror surface can reverse the losses measured in the previous section.

Reversal of the vacuum-induced loss is achieved by leaking high purity oxygen (Airgas Ultrahigh Purity Grade 4.4) into the test chamber via a needle valve, and monitoring loss for various temperatures and partial pressures of oxygen.

The blue squares on Fig. 5a represent the dependence of the losses of mirrors with Coating I-1 during exposure to a partial pressure of oxygen of 10$^{-2}$ Pa. The data are taken directly following the observation of vacuum-induced losses at 21°C (data shown in Fig. 3). Here, we
observe a slight recovery from vacuum-induced losses. This is to be compared with the red diamonds on Fig. 5a, which represent the losses during exposure to an atmospheric pressure of oxygen. There, we observe a full recovery, taking approximately 10 hours, to the loss value of \(\sim 205\) ppm measured before putting the mirrors under vacuum (dashed line in Fig. 5a).

Following the observation of vacuum-induced losses in Coating I-1 up to \(\sim 700\) ppm at a much higher temperature (approximately 150°C), we repeat the recovery using oxygen. The blue squares on Fig. 5b represent the dependence of the losses during exposure to an atmospheric pressure of oxygen while the mirrors are at a temperature of 21°C. Here, we observe a recovery that takes \(\sim 100\) hours, which is an order of magnitude slower compared to the recovery in Fig. 5a, and only to a value of \(\sim 500\) ppm. The red diamonds on Fig. 5b represent the losses during exposure to an atmospheric pressure of oxygen while the mirrors are at a temperature of 150°C, observed directly following the observation of losses shown as the blue squares in Fig. 5b. There the loss returns to a value of \(\sim 350\) ppm with a time constant of approximately \(\sim 100\) hours, which still represents a partial recovery compared to the loss value of \(\sim 205\) ppm measured before putting the mirrors under vacuum (dashed line in Fig. 5b).

In summary, we observe partial or full recovery from the vacuum-induced loss for all cases tested. This is further evidence that oxygen concentration at the mirror surface is a determining component of the degradation process. It is unclear from the data presented in Fig. 5b whether the loss increase at high temperatures is activated by additional processes, such as the action of surface contaminants, which prevent the full recovery with ambient oxygen gas, or whether the deeper oxygen depletion at high temperatures (such as in Fig. 2 150°C) creates an additional energy barrier to oxygen re-entering the top layer of the coating (i.e. the oxygen binding process could be hysteretic).

---

**Fig. 5.** (Coating I-1) (a) Recovery from vacuum-induced losses with oxygen, while at a temperature of 21°C, following the data set at 21°C (Fig. 2). Shown are the loss under oxygen at a partial pressure of \(10^{-2}\) Pa (blue squares), and loss under an atmospheric pressure of oxygen (red diamonds). (b) Recovery with an atmospheric pressure of oxygen, while at a temperature of 21°C (blue squares) and 150°C (red diamonds), following a vacuum-induced loss increase at a much higher temperature of 150°C (data not shown). The dashed lines indicate the loss value prior to oxygen treatment. Error bars are statistical and correspond to one standard deviation.
5. Photo-assisted Recovery Process

In this section, we show that continuous illumination of the mirrors with near-UV light can dramatically accelerate the recovery rate under oxygen.

![Graph showing loss recovery process](image)

![Graph showing loss recovery rate](image)

![Graph showing illuminated full loss recovery](image)

Fig. 6. Laser-assisted loss recovery processes observed for Coating III-1. (a) loss recovery observed during both illuminated and non-illuminated periods. (b) recovery rate obtained by fitting data in (a) using a linear model, for both the illuminated and non-illuminated periods. (c) optical loss is fully reversed by continuous illumination with an exponential time constant of 56.5 hours. Error bars are statistical and correspond to one standard deviation.

The reversal of vacuum-induced losses by the presence of oxygen suggests that a re-oxidation process of the mirror surface oxide might be involved. Studies of the dielectric thin film growth process indicate that the oxidation rate can be significantly affected by the presence of UV light illumination \[11, 12\], especially for Ta$_2$O$_5$, for which improvement of the optical properties was found during a UV annealing stage. It was observed that under 172 nm radiation, oxygen can be easily dissociated to form stronger oxidizers, such as ozone or single O atoms, which can further oxidize defects, e.g. suboxides of Ta, and increase the material transparency. In light of this, we examined whether recovery from vacuum-induced losses can be affected by illuminating the cavity with a resonant laser at 422 nm (the near-UV range).

In chamber III, under atmospheric pressure of oxygen and at a temperature of 57°C, we investigated the recovery from vacuum-induced losses (shown in Fig. 4) for two controlled processes, as shown in Fig. 6: 1) an illuminated process (shown as a shaded area), where
the cavity was continuously illuminated by a probe laser at 422 nm with about 10 kW/cm² of intra-cavity intensity; and 2) a non-illuminated process, where the same cavity was illuminated only at the beginning and end of a given time interval. We alternated the two processes four times. Figure 6 shows the two corresponding recovery rates to be significantly different. The blue diamonds show a 2-3 ppm/hr recovery rate found during the illuminated periods, while the red circles show a negligible rate found during the non-illuminated periods. Figure 6c shows a subsequent recovery process under constant illumination, resulting in a full recovery of the initial cavity loss level of ∼ 40 ppm (see Fig. 4).

The negligible rate of recovery observed here in the absence of laser light behaves like the slow rate of recovery observed following the 150°C loss increase at 370 nm (Fig. 5b). In both cases, the more than two-fold increase in the loss factor when under vacuum could be accompanied by an additional process with an energy barrier that prevents or slows down the re-entry of oxygen into the surface layer of the coating. This is a possible explanation for why UV light at 422 nm dramatically enhanced the rate of recovery, while a higher temperature enhanced the recovery level at 370 nm (see Section 7).

6. Dependence of Loss on the Surface Material and Passivation with SiO₂

In this section, we show that the loss increase is specific to a Ta₂O₅ surface layer, and that passivation with SiO₂ can strongly reduce the increase in loss observed in Section 3.

Figure 7 shows the loss increase under vacuum (in chamber III) for mirrors with a Ta₂O₅ top layer (Coating III-1, red circles) and for mirrors with a 110 nm-thick SiO₂ top layer (Coating III-2, blue diamonds). At the same temperature (57°C) and pressure (7 × 10⁻⁵ Pa), the mirrors with a Ta₂O₅ top layer show a significant loss increase, whereas the mirrors with a 110 nm-thick SiO₂ top layer show no loss increase. The dashed line of Fig. 7a is a linear fit of the Coating III-2 data with a slope of −0.011 (4) ppm/h. This should be compared to the average loss increase of ∼ 1 ppm/h for Coating III-1. These results demonstrate that the mirror coating degradation processes are strongly dependent on the surface layer material. Since SiO₂ has a higher activation energy for oxygen vacancy formation [13, 14], this is a further indication that surface oxygen plays a key role in the loss increase (see Section 7).

The observed dependence of the loss increase on the surface material implies that passivating the Ta₂O₅ mirror coating with SiO₂ can prevent the increase of optical loss in vacuum. To test this idea, we sputter a thin layer of SiO₂ onto two mirrors with Coating I-1, resulting in Coating I-2. Based on the calibration of the sputtering machine, we estimate the thickness of the sputtered SiO₂ layer to be 1 nm. Figure 7b shows the loss increase under vacuum (in chamber I) for mirrors with a Ta₂O₅ top layer (Coating I-1, red circles), and for the processed mirrors with a 1 nm-thick SiO₂ top layer (Coating I-2, blue diamonds). At the same temperature (100°C) and pressure, the mirrors with a Ta₂O₅ top layer show a significant rate of loss increase, while the mirrors with a 1 nm-thick SiO₂ top layer have a much reduced rate of loss increase. The dashed line of Fig. 7b is a linear fit of the Coating I-2 data. The resulting slope of 0.23 (3) ppm/h should be compared to the average loss increase of ∼ 4 ppm/h for Coating I-1.

While the data in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, respectively, are taken at different wavelengths and temperatures, the data for the mirrors with a Ta₂O₅ top layer (red circles) exhibit a similar average loss increase rate. This should be compared with the data for the mirrors with a SiO₂ top layer (blue diamonds), where a 1 nm-thick SiO₂ layer (Fig. 7b) exhibits a measurable loss increase rate, while a 110 nm-thick SiO₂ layer (Fig. 7a) exhibits no loss increase (within the measurement errors). This shows that the vacuum-induced loss can be completely suppressed by a sufficiently thick SiO₂ top layer. This dependence of the loss increase rate on the thickness of the surface SiO₂ layer also confirms that the loss process is due to a material transformation in the Ta₂O₅ surface layer affecting its optical properties, rather than due to an unknown process.
depositing absorbents onto the mirror surfaces. This observation is the strongest evidence we have for oxygen-depletion causing additional losses in the Ta$_2$O$_5$ surface layer.

![Graphs showing loss over time for different mirror top layers: (a) Loss increase at 57°C measured at 422 nm for a Ta$_2$O$_5$ top layer (Coating III-1, red circles, data also shown in Fig. 4), and for a 110 nm-thick SiO$_2$ top layer (Coating III-2, blue diamonds). The dashed line is a linear fit with a slope of $-0.011(4)$ ppm/h. (b) Loss at 100°C measured at 370 nm for a Ta$_2$O$_5$ top layer (Coating I-1, red circles), and for a 1 nm-thick SiO$_2$ top layer (Coating I-2, blue diamonds). The dashed line is a linear fit with a slope of 0.23(3) ppm/h. Error bars are statistical and correspond to one standard deviation.]

Fig. 7. The dependence of loss on time for different mirror top layers: (a) Loss increase at 57°C measured at 422 nm for a Ta$_2$O$_5$ top layer (Coating III-1, red circles, data also shown in Fig. 4), and for a 110 nm-thick SiO$_2$ top layer (Coating III-2, blue diamonds). The dashed line is a linear fit with a slope of $-0.011(4)$ ppm/h. (b) Loss at 100°C measured at 370 nm for a Ta$_2$O$_5$ top layer (Coating I-1, red circles), and for a 1 nm-thick SiO$_2$ top layer (Coating I-2, blue diamonds). The dashed line is a linear fit with a slope of 0.23(3) ppm/h. Error bars are statistical and correspond to one standard deviation.

7. **Model & Discussion**

7.1. **Oxygen-depletion Model**

In this section we consider a model in quantitative agreement with our results that can explain the observed increase in optical losses, the subsequent recovery with oxygen treatment, and the dependence of both on temperature, incident light, and surface layer material.

Oxygen vacancies at the dielectric stack surface can form as a result of an oxygen reduction process, creating color centers that increase the absorption losses in the mirror [8]. At the surface, the oxygen is bound as an oxide which can form either free radicals or water via a redox reaction mediated by hydrogen ions. These reaction products quickly diffuse into vacuum making the reverse process highly improbable. This Arrhenius-type process is thermally activated, as seen in Fig. 3, and this process is reversible when vacuum is replaced by a sufficiently large partial pressure of oxygen, as seen in Fig. 5. The likelihood of the oxygen reduction process also strongly depends on the oxide making up the vacuum-facing surface layer, as seen in Fig. 7. This agrees with the observation that the Gibbs free energy difference $\Delta G$ for the formation of SiO$_2$ is larger than for Ta$_2$O$_5$ [13,14]. At the temperature of 300 K the oxidation Si $\rightarrow$ SiO$_2$ has $\Delta G \sim -850$ kJ/mol (or $-8.8$ eV) with a single intermediate oxide, while the oxidation Ta $\rightarrow$ Ta$_2$O$_5$ has $\Delta G \sim -750$ kJ/mol (or $-7.8$ eV) with four times the number of intermediate oxides.

The following gives further support to this model. Suboxide films of Ta$_2$O$_5$ were found to be absorbing and dispersive, with a strong dependence on oxygen content, in comparison to its non-absorbing stoichiometric counterpart [8]. This is corroborated by a recent study [7] of high finesse IR mirrors, with Ta$_2$O$_5$ as their surface layer, placed under vacuum. Their surface concentration of oxygen, as measured by X-ray photoelectric spectroscopy (XPS), was found to decrease in high vacuum as the optical scattering losses increased.
Based on the above observations, we can construct a quantitative model for the loss increase over time as caused by oxygen depletion from the Ta$_2$O$_5$ surface layer. Given an incoherent light absorption process in the oxygen vacancy centers of the Ta$_2$O$_5$ film, the vacuum-induced absorption loss $L$ of the tested mirrors would depend linearly on the oxygen vacancy concentration $\theta$ (as long as $L \ll 1$):

$$L = L_0 + L_1 \theta(t).$$

Combining this expression with our linear model of mirror loss, and absorbing the constants, we obtain $L(t) = L(0) + \Delta L(1 - \exp(-t/\tau))$, which has three free parameters and is used to fit our data (Fig. 2). Such a model is consistent with a linear increase in loss at small times compared to the typical time scale $\tau$, and a saturation to a finite value as time grows large, which we observe in our data (Fig. 2).

Our quantitative analysis from Fig. 3 is further evidence for the model presented above. As expected from a thermally-activated oxygen depletion process, the loss increase time scale is observed to be exponential in the inverse of temperature $T$, i.e. $\tau \propto \exp(U/k_B T)$, where $U$ is some activation energy barrier, and $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant. We find that the thermal activation energy barrier $U = 0.6(1)$ eV we obtained by fitting data in Fig. 3 is in quantitative agreement with the difference in binding energy of $\sim 0.7$ eV, as measured by XPS, between Ta$_2$O$_5$ and its closest suboxide [8].

### 7.2. Absence of Deposition Processes

An alternative explanation for the observed loss process is spurious impurity deposition on the mirror surface, accelerated by higher temperatures, and reversed by the binding of impurities to ambient oxygen during the recovery process. However this type of model is inconsistent with our experimental setup and our observations. The chambers are maintained at vacuum levels making a deposition process unlikely. Most importantly, the observation that the loss increase rate depends on the thickness of the SiO$_2$ film making up the surface layer (Fig. 7) refutes the possibility of a deposition process which is necessarily independent of film thicknesses.

### 7.3. Absence of Measurement Light Effects on Loss Increase

We note here that the loss increase we repeatedly observe (Section 3) is very unlikely to be significantly affected by our measurement light. The reasoning for this is two-fold.

Under measurement conditions, the cavities are excited using a $\sim$100 $\mu$W source of resonant light, resulting in at most 10 kW/cm$^2$ of peak intra-cavity intensity, which is less than 0.1% of the $4 \times 10^4$ kW/cm$^2$ damage threshold intensity reported for SiO$_2$:Ta$_2$O$_5$ dielectric stacks [15]. This makes nonlinear light-induced losses a very unlikely mechanism to explain our observations.

A loss mechanism that is linear in the integrated light intensity could remain. However, comparing light exposure of the cavity from chamber I to light exposure of the cavity from chamber II excludes a loss mechanism that is linear in the integrated light intensity. In chamber I (and chamber III), the cumulative cavity illumination time, when intra-cavity light is present for the purposes of obtaining free-decay traces, is a small fraction of the total experimental time for the loss increase data. Laser light is directed at the cavities only when measurements are made, while the measurement time sufficient to acquire statistics for each loss value (10-30 minutes on average) is much smaller than the time interval between measurements (ranging from a few hours to weeks). The cumulative illumination time of the mirrors per loss value measurement ($\leq 1$ minute), at an intensity sufficient for measuring the free-decay traces, also represents a small fraction of the time for each loss value measurement (10-30 minutes). The integrated light intensity for data sets taken in chamber I (see Fig. 2, data taken at 21°C, 50°C, 75°C, 100°C, and 150°C) is therefore approximately 10 kW/cm$^2 \times 10$ min = $6 \times 10^6$ J/cm$^2$. 
This is to be compared with the integrated light intensity exposure in chamber II, where to perform experiments unrelated to this paper, the cavity is stabilized relative to a 1 mW source of resonant light, resulting in \( \sim 100 \text{kW/cm}^2 \) of continuous intra-cavity intensity. This high light intensity is present inside the cavity for hours at a time, which is repeated for hundreds of days over the course of observing the loss increase. This represents an integrated light intensity of approximately \( 100 \text{kW/cm}^2 \times 1000 \text{ hours} \approx 4 \times 10^{11} \text{ J/cm}^2 \). Notwithstanding this five orders of magnitude larger integrated light intensity, the loss increase rate measured for Coating I-1 in chamber II agrees qualitatively with what would be expected from extrapolating the loss increase rates measured for the same coating in chamber I (see Fig. 3). This excludes a loss increase process based on integrated light intensity.

We therefore conclude that our measurement light has no significant effect on the increase of mirror loss.

8. Conclusion

We conclude that the additional losses observed in mirror coatings placed under high vacuum are a result of a thermally-activated depletion of oxygen from the mirror’s surface \( \text{Ta}_2\text{O}_5 \) layer. This process increases the concentration of absorbing \( \text{TaO}_{x} \)-suboxides, leading to a time-evolution of the loss factor that likely follows an Arrhenius process. This degradation process is strongly accelerated by temperature, with a rate that likely follows an exponential dependence on \( 1/T \). The loss can be reversed, in full or in part (depending on operating temperature), by filling the vacuum chamber to an atmospheric pressure of oxygen. The recovery from mirror loss can be strongly accelerated and enhanced by the presence of UV light. Most importantly for future systems, the loss process can be altogether prevented by passivating the \( \text{Ta}_2\text{O}_5 \) surface layer with a thin layer of \( \text{SiO}_2 \), on the order of 10 nm, or by ensuring that the surface layer of the dielectric stack is \( \text{SiO}_2 \).
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